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THEY SHOULD NOT REMAIN UNPUNISHED

The editorial board has at its disposal enough reliable evidence for the below list on which names of people
appear,  who  actively  participated  in  the  mass  murder  of  the  peaceful  citizens  of  Khojali  in  the  territory  of  the
former  Nagorny  Karabakh  Autonomous  Region  of  Azerbaijan.  This  data  is  received  from  non-official  sources,
including eyewitnesses of the tragic events and independent experts.  Although the events  in  Khojali,  which took
place  on  the  night  between 25th  and  26th  of  February  1992,  have  all  the  significance,  which  allows  them to  be
categorised in agreement with international juridical documents defining the crime of genocide, but because of the
strength of the scarcity of concrete data about concrete participants, and also circumstances of political order the
people connected with our  list  all  still  avoid justice.  Nevertheless,  on the basis  of  data  already available the law
enforcement  organs  of  Azerbaijan  have  put  together  a  list  of  the  suspects  of  war  crimes  and  crimes  against
humanity and have sent it to Interpol for the declaration of an international search. At the same time the current list
appears incomplete it has sufficient reasons for including in it some people who have after wards been engaged in
high public posts. They are for mer and present presidents of Armenia Robert Kocharian and Serzh Sarkisian, the
present Minister of Defense Seyran Oganian and some others. We, like the whole Azerbaijani public, believe that
not long from this day, when all those guilty of the monstrous reprisals on guiltless people will appear in court and
will suffer their deserved punishment. 

LIST OF PEOPLE ACCUSED IN RELATION TO THE GENOCIDE IN KHOJALI

№ Name 
(surname, forenames)

Biographical details

1 Petrosian
Kara Vanoevich

Born in 1958 in the village of Khramort in the
Askeran  District  of  NKAR  (Nagorny  Karabakh
Autonomous Region), Armenian, married, worked as
the  head  of  the  department  of  fire  prevention  of  the
Askeran  DAIA  (District  Administration  of  Internal
Affairs)

2 Abramian
Armo Aramovich

Born  29.09.1935  in  the  Khojali  District  of
NKAR,  Armenian,  married,  with  higher  education,
worked as the head of the CAIA (City Administration
of  Internal  Affairs)  of  Khankendi,  inhabitant  of
Khankendi

3 Barsegian
Shagen Semenovich

Born 14.11.1928 in  the  Khojavand District  of
NKAR,  Armenian,  married,  with  higher  education,
worked as a deputy head of the Askeran DAIA

4 Beglarian
Armen Volodievich

Born  in  1955  in  the  Aghdara  District  of
NKAR,  Armenian,  married,  with  higher  education,
worked as senior technician of the 1st company of the
366th  regiment  of  the  Military  Forces  of  the  CIS
(Commonwealth of Independent States)

5 Kisebekian
Grigoriy Akopovich

Born 1957 in  the  Aghdara  District  of  NKAR,
Armenian,  married,  with  higher  education,  was
commander of the company of signallers of the 366th

regiment, lived in Khankendi
6 Arutynian

Slavik Vadimovich
Born  in  1956  in  Khankendi  in  NKAR,

Armenian,  married,  with  higher  education,  was
commander of the 5th company of the 366th regiment,
lived in Khankendi

7 Ishkhanian
Andrey Artushevich

Born  in  1964,  in  the  Aghdara  District  of
NKAR, Armenian, unmarried, with special secondary
education,  was  commander  of  the  supply  platoon  of
the  1st  company  of  the  366th  regiment,  lived  in
Khankendi

8 Beglarian
Sergey Yurikovich

Born  in  1965,  in  the  Khojavand  District  of
NKAR, Armenian, unmarried, with higher education,
was a commander of a platoon of the 2nd battalion of



the 366th regiment, lived in Khankendi
9 Arutyunian

Kamo Rafaelovich
Born  in  1965  in  the  Khojavand  District  of

NKAR, Armenian, unmarried, with special secondary
education,  was  a  commander  of  the  platoon  of  the
repair  company  of  the  366th  regiment,  lived  in
Khankendi

10 Danielian
Armen Borikovich

Born  in  1965  in  the  Khojavand  District  of
NKAR, Armenian, unmarried, with special secondary
education,  was  a  commander  of  the  platoon  of  the
repair  company  of  the  366th  regiment,  lived  in
Khankendi

11 Mirzoian
Vachik Gratovich

Born  in  1962  in  the  Khankendi  in  NKAR,
Armenian,  unmarried,  with  special  secondary
education,  was  a  sergeant  major  of  the  2nd  company
of the 366th regiment, lived in Khankendi

12 Ayrapetian
Vachik Gurgenovich

Born  in  1961  in  the  Khojavand  District  of
NKAR,  Armenian,  unmarried,  with  secondary
education, was sergeant major of the 3rd  company of
the 366th regiment, lived in Khankendi

13 Ayrapetian
Aleksandr Aleksandrovich

Born  in  1964  in  the  Aghdara  District  of
NKAR,  Armenian,  unmarried,  with  secondary
education, was warrant officer of the 366th  regiment,
lived in Khankendi

14 Akopian
Oleg Nikolaevich

Born  in  1965  and  lived  in  the  village  of
Gasanabad  in  the  Askeran  District  of  NKAR,
Armenian, unmarried, with secondary education, was
a member of the Gasanabad sovkhoz (state farm)

15 Tumasian
Seyran Aprakovich

Born in 1952 and lived in the village of Khasg
of  the  Girmizikend  soviet  of  the  village  in  the
Askeran  District  of  NKAR,  Armenian,  married,  has
secondary  education,  worked  as  a  driver  in  Khasg
village

16 Kocharian
Serjik Sumbatovich

Born  in  1952,  and  lived  in  Khankendi  in
NKAR,  Armenian,  married,  with  higher  education,
has the rank of colonel-lieutenant, worked as the head
of the municipal prison in Khankendi

17 Babaian
Georgiy Ginikorovich

Born  in  1957  and  lived  in  the  village  of
Gasanabad  in  the  Askeran  District  of  HKAR,
Armenian, married, has secondary education, worked
as a driver at the Qasanabad sovkhoz

18 Balasanian
Vitaliy Mikhaylovich

Born  in  1956,  and  lived  in  Khankendi  in
NKAR,  Armenian,  married,  with  secondary
education,  was  the  chairman  of  the  local  section  of
the Armenian National Front

19 Grigorian
Ararat Rantikovich

Born in 1957 and lived in the Askeran District
of NKAR, worked at the Askeran DAIA

20 Grigorian
Jambulad Khanlarovich

Born in 1963, lived in Khankendi

21 Babaian
Bakhadur Ginikorovich

Born in 1932 in the Askeran District

22 Kagramanian
Khamlet Asrievich

Born in 1961 and lived in the Askeran District

23 Grigorian
Edik Emirvarovich

Born in 1959 and lived in the Askeran District,
worked in the Askeran DAIA

24 Mangasarian
Artik Gurgenovich

Born in 1969 and lived in the Askeran District

25 Ishkhanian
Yuriy Georgievich

Born  in  1947  and  lived  in  Khankendi  of  the
NKAR,  worked  as  manager  of  the  canteen  of  the
Askeran District Industrial Union



26 Grigorian
Valerik Sergeevich

Born  in  1963  and  lived  in  the  village  of
Gasanabad  in  the  Askeran  District  of  NKAR,
Armenian,  married,  with secondary education,  was  a
member of the Gasanabad sovkhoz

27 Chitchian
Valeriy Isaakovich

Born 14.02.1956 in the village of Chirachidzar
in the Khanlar District of Azerbaijan, Armenian, was
head of reconnaissance of the 1st battalion of the 366th

regiment
28 Ayrian

Vachagan Grigorevich
Born 09.08.1952 in Baku, Armenian, was head

of reconnaissance of the 366th regiment
29 Zarvigorov

Yuriy Yurevich
Born  2.03.1955  in  the  Lugov  Jambul  Region

of  Kazakhstan,  Russian,  married,  with  higher
education, has no previous convictions

30 Gukasian
Mavrik Araratovich

Born  07.01.1956  in  the  village  of  Chartaz  of
NKAR,  Armenian,  married,  with  higher  education,
worked  from  25  December  1990  as  head  of  the
Askeran DAIA, lived in Khankendi

31 Agajanian
Karlen Levonovich

Born  20.12.1938  in  the  Goranboy  District  of
Azerbaijan,  Armenian,  married,  with  higher
education, worked from 05.04.1963 to 04.09.1990 in
the internal affairs authority of the NKAR

32 Ayrian
Samvel Samurkaevich

Born in 1960, lived in the village of Noragukh
in the Askeran District of NKAR, Armenian, worked
in the Askeran DAIA

33 Garmash
Viktor Anatolievich

Born 2.01.2967 in the village of Zadvore in the
Bussko District of the Lvov Region of the Ukraine

34 Smagin
Aleksandr Vladimirovich

Born 04.10.1968

3
35

Baliazin
Oleg Viktorovich

Born 8.01.1970 in settlement of  Shuchye Lake
in  the  Oktyabr  District  of  the  Perm  Region  of  the
Russian Federation

3
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Akopian
Movses Grantovich

Born 04.02.1965 in the village Gunne-Kaler in
the  Martunin  District  of  NKAR,  Armenian,  was  the
commander  of  the  2nd  platoon  of  the  1st  battalion  of
the 366th regiment

3
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Mirzoian
Aksim Mikhailovich

Born  19.07.1947  in  Khankendi  in  NKAR,
Armenian, with higher education, worked as the head
of  the  2718th  convoy/motor  transport  depot  in  this
town

3
38

Abramian
Pogos Garnushevich

Born  in  1955  and  lived  in  Khankendi  in
NKAR, Armenian, married, with higher education


